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Table of ConTenTs
To be clear, many federal grants pay for important law enforcement programs that help control crime. The question is not whether police should have more money or less money, but rather what they do with that money. Washington should not be in the business of giving out funds without knowing and condoning their ultimate use.
On August 23, 2014, President Obama ordered a review of the federal programs that send military equipment and money to police departments, often with no strings attached. 3 He is right to do so. But these are not the only problematic federal programs. And excessive force is not the only harmful outcome.
To bring full accountability to the flow of federal funds used by state and local law enforcement, the scope of review should be wider. News reports indicate the review will include the largest federal criminal justice grant program, the Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) administered by the Justice Department. 4 But a review focused on JAG risks being too narrow. Rather, an effective review should extend to all federal grants for criminal justice purposes. This report recommends the President take swift executive action to reform these grants.
Today, a complex web of federal crime-fighting grants funnels billions of dollars across the country each year. Many of these programs were created during the height of the War on Drugs. Their initial aim: to encourage states to increase arrests, prosecutions, and incarceration, all in the belief that harsher punishment would better control crime. In recent years, the War on Terror prompted augmenting these existing grants and creating new ones to enlist and equip local police. 5 The Pentagon-to-police equipment transfer program was created in the early 1990s to help police fight drug gangs. 6 The Homeland Security Grant Program gives over $1 billion to local police to purchase military equipment. All states receive a minimum amount regardless of how they spend the money. 7 Similarly the Byrne JAG program, widely expanded during the War on Drugs, largely subsidizes equipment for local police. 8 As the Brennan Center has documented in previous reports, the program inadvertently creates incentives to increase arrests, prosecutions, and incarceration. 9 For example, it evaluates recipients on the number of criminal cases opened, but not whether crime dropped. It asks them how many kilos of cocaine were seized, but not how many people were sent to drug treatment. It asks how many cases were prosecuted, but not how many petty offenders were diverted from prison. 10 Strikingly, these examples are just a few among many such initiatives. In 2013, the Department of Justice administered more than 150 of these programs. 11 Hundreds of other federal programs administered by different agencies provide additional dollars while slipping the leash of accountability and clear direction. Research by the Brennan Center indicates the federal government sends at least $3.8 billion in federal criminal justice grants across the country for crime fighting and other criminal justice purposes, not including the billions sent through national security programs run by the Departments of Defense and Homeland Security. 12 These dollars often flow on autopilot. Too frequently, they incentivize antiquated practices that we now know have little public safety value and massive human consequences. They have contributed to an explosion in arrests and imprisonments, often without accompanying public safety benefits. The United States is now the largest incarcerator in the world. 13 One in three Americans has a criminal record.
14 And one in three black men can expect to spend time behind bars. 15 Fortunately, the process of reform in the Justice Department has begun. Over the past several years, DOJ has begun to recalibrate its grants, including revising evaluation measures for JAG and in 2014, removing a question on number of arrests. Attorney General Eric Holder's cutting-edge "Smart on Crime" Initiative has spurred other vital changes to federal criminal justice policies. The Department is well positioned to continue this momentum with deeper reform, casting a wider net. The Administration can also take action to reform all federal criminal justice grants spread across federal agencies.
This is a moment for strong executive leadership to reverse our outdated crime-control policies. The President should issue an executive order directing federal agencies to review all federal criminal justice grants under their purview. Where these grants encourage harmful practices or have unclear goals, the President should direct federal agencies to recast them in a model called "Success-Oriented Funding."
Grounded in basic principles of economics and management, Success-Oriented Funding ties government dollars as closely as possible to clear outcomes and provides incentives to ensure those outcomes are achieved. 16 Law enforcement grants, for example, should be tied to specific goals that reduce violence, ensure fair and appropriate justice, and keep communities safe -without encouraging unnecessary arrests or force. The question should be asked: When money is spent purchasing more bullets or more guns, is it going to further these goals? Or, is it missing the point? An act of Congress -which may never come -is not needed. The President has clear authority to reform these grants. Federal agencies have discretion to implement this model into the grants they administer. In some cases, they may not be able to outright condition funding on meeting specific targets, but they can "nudge" recipients by sending clear signals on how administering agencies want recipients to use the money. 17 Because these dollars travel across the country, implementing Success-Oriented Funding into federal grants can shift practices and outcomes nationwide.
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The United States prison population has grown 700 percent since 1970. 18 A system of this size demands ample funding. The country spends nearly $260 billion each year to operate its prisons, courts, and police departments. 19 The federal government aids states and cities by subsidizing their criminal justice costs through grant funding. Congress defines the purpose and requirements of each grant program, while executive agencies administer the application and award process.
Federal criminal justice grants send at least $3.8 billion to states and localities each year. 20 These dollars flow to state and local police departments, prosecutors, courts, prisons, and reentry programs. 21 These grants are critical to states and cities, which have come to rely on annual federal largesse. Additional programs send billions in dollars and equipment to law enforcement for fighting terrorism and other purposes; the Department of Homeland Security alone awarded nearly $1 billion in 2013. 22 Federal funding is particularly influential in shaping state policy. Many grants support and even reward unwise policies that can encourage punishment and incarceration not tied to any public safety benefit. Brennan Center reports have previously documented this phenomenon. 23 At the height of the War on Drugs, the federal government played a role in the nationwide growth of incarceration. In one notable example, a 1994 federal crime law granted states $9 billion in prison construction funds if they passed laws severely limiting parole eligibility. After this federal law was passed, 20 states enacted or increased laws limiting parole eligibility, which contributed to increased prison populations nationwide. 24 Some federal grants, called "formula grants," guarantee funding for all eligible applicants. Applicants receive a set amount, usually dictated by a formula set by Congress. They do not compete for funds. Congress creates these grants for a general purpose, but beyond that there are usually no strings attached.
The Edward Byrne Justice Assistance Grant ("JAG") uses a formula to send dollars to all 50 states, territories, and more than a thousand localities. 25 The funding level for the program averages between $300 and $500 million annually. 26 In 2009, JAG received a one-time infusion of $2 billion as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. 27 States and cities can distribute the funding to various criminal justice agencies for almost any criminal justice activity. 28 In 2012, almost half of state JAG funds sent to law enforcement went toward drug and gang enforcement, and 34 percent went to equipment and operations. 29 The Department of Justice has authority to create reporting and evaluation requirements for recipients. 30 These evaluations send signals to recipients of desired outcomes. JAG inadvertently articulates goals in these evaluations that incentivize pulling more people into the pipeline to prison. For example, it asks the number of criminal cases opened and how many kilos of cocaine were seized, but not whether violent crime dropped or how many people were sent to drug treatment. Measuring the wrong practices strengthens the wrong practices. By linking more cases and more incarceration to the daily operation of
I.
feDeRal GRanTs ToDaY the criminal justice system, the federal government has encouraged further expansion of the country's incarcerated population in every state and city these dollars reach.
In contrast, "competitive grants" allow federal agencies to determine which applicant is most worthy of funding. Agencies base these decisions on applicable requirements and criteria, but retain ultimate judgment on which applicants receive awards. Though competitive grants create more accountability for how federal funds are spent, agencies often do not articulate clear outcomes when choosing applicants and sometimes choose applicants whose policies encourage mass incarceration.
The High Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas ("HIDTA"), a competitive grant program, provides $238 million annually to law enforcement agencies operating in "high-intensity" drug-trafficking regions. 31 The Office of National Drug Control Policy ("ONDCP") asks applicants to submit proposals with strategies on how to respond to their unique drug trafficking problems. 32 Congress has focused the statute on drug enforcement and restricted recipients from spending more than 5 percent of awards on drug prevention. 33 However, there are many ways to reduce drug crime other than arrests and seizures, including drug treatment, drug courts, and diversion for those with drug abuse issues. Research has shown that treatment and other non-criminal justice interventions can often reduce drug crime more effectively than arrests. 34 ONDCP approves funding proposals with strategies that focus primarily on enforcement, expanding local and state drug enforcement efforts without ensuring that these efforts prioritize quality over quantity. 35 For example, nine regions use HIDTA funds to support Domestic Highway Enforcement initiatives that flood national highways with law enforcement with the aim of disrupting drug markets by vigorously enforcing traffic laws. 36 This can be an incentive to increase arrests and stops.
Reform to federal grants can reorient these incentives. Because they flow to every state and thousands of cities and counties, federal grant dollars have an outsize impact on state and local policy. These grants shape policy across the country because any available funds help states struggling to support their overgrown systems. Recipients mold their criminal justice policies to meet federal grant criteria in order to receive as many awards as possible. The Obama Administration has signaled its desire to reform federal grants. In his 2014 budget proposal, the President asked Congress to consider funding a new Byrne Incentive program to provide additional funding to states that implement proven public safety strategies. 38 More recently, President Obama ordered a review of federal programs that supply police with military equipment. 39 The Justice Department has also taken many steps to reform criminal justice policies, including grant reforms, directives to federal prosecutors, and support for smart legislation to reduce sentences.
But the President can and should do more. This is a rare moment in which progressives and conservatives, both at the federal and local level, are willing to re-think criminal justice policy, including federal grants. 40 A review of equipment programs is significant, but not enough alone.
The President should lead a more coordinated effort to reorient all existing federal criminal justice grants toward the goals of reducing mass incarceration and better reducing crime. Through his executive authority, he can do so without waiting on Congress to act. Specifically, the President should issue an executive order to review and revitalize existing criminal justice grant programs by recasting them in a model called "Success-Oriented Funding."
In this way the federal government can use its embedded influence over state policy to move the country away from a mass incarceration model.
a. success-oriented funding
The criminal justice system needs a new set of incentives -one that aligns funding incentives with smarter public policy goals.
Success-Oriented Funding would use the power of the purse to change outcomes by tying government funding as tightly as possible to clear priorities that drive toward the twin goals of reducing crime and reducing mass incarceration. 41 It provides incentives and concrete, measurable success measures to shift behavior toward those goals. The model can apply to all government dollars: whether federal, state, or local, through grants, budgets, or salaries, and going to public agencies or private companies. Such funding streams include:
• Federal grants • State budgets • Local budgets • Prisons and probation agencies • Private prisons or probation offices • Prosecutor offices and police department • Employee salaries within these agencies It would be a sea change from the current criminal justice system, which often either ties funding to no goals or to goals that directly or inadvertently promote mass incarceration.
II. MoDeRnIZInG feDeRal GRanTs
Success-Oriented Funding first requires priorities that underscore the goals of reducing crime and reducing mass incarceration for all criminal justice funding streams. Top priorities include reducing serious and violent crime, reducing unnecessary incarceration, and reducing recidivism.
Second, the model requires clear, concrete success measures that allow the government -and recipients -to determine whether recipients are meeting these priorities. Success measures would vary depending on the agency or program funded. For example, grants for police would measure their reduction in violent crime or diversion of drug-addicted arrestees to treatment.
Government can apply priorities and success measures to all public funding that supports criminal justice activities. It would announce these priorities before funding an agency and would later measure the agency's success in meeting them. Funding recipients would report on their progress toward these success measures annually. The government would then use this data in determining future funding allocations.
success Measures
Figure 1 provides examples of possible success measures for various funding recipients. As is the case with any data-collection, success measures can never create perfect incentives and recipients could "fudge" numbers. Success measures should be designed to minimize these problems and create the best incentives possible for recipients to orient them toward stated priorities. Success measures are generally measured from year to year so that recipients' progress toward goals over time can be seen. In this way, recipients are primarily measured against themselves and not against other recipients, who may have more resources or different criminal justice challenges. In many instances, the agency may not have complete control over these outcomes. However, all agencies contribute to these outcomes and by ensuring that all agencies have aligned priorities, the government can harness all their resources to improve these outcomes. In some cases, agencies have little control over outcomes in which case Figure  1 provides modified or no success measures for those priorities. The data required for these measures are largely already collected or are relatively easy to begin collecting. These measures are the product of two years of research and interviews compiled in a previous Brennan Center report. Measures focus on reducing violent crime because there is not a current national definition for serious crime. However, serious crime could be defined and similar success measures applied.
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Three Ways to apply success-oriented funding
Often, the government will be unable to outright condition dollars on outcomes. Depending on legal and practical considerations, Success-Oriented Funding can be applied in three broad ways.
• Conditioned Success-Oriented Funding. Recipients only receive dollars when they achieve specific priorities. This reserves scarce dollars for agencies that achieve intended outcomes. Conditioned Success-Oriented Funding works best for federal grants to state and local recipients because federal grant dollars are "extra" dollars, acting as rewards to existing budgets for agencies and programs.
• Bonus Success-Oriented Funding. Recipients receive additional dollars if they achieve specific target outcomes (e.g. reduction in prison population by 20 percent). This incentivizes agencies to meet priorities, without stripping them of the necessary cash to function. Bonus Success-Oriented Funding works best when applied to agency budgets. It could also apply to federal grants when it is not practical to directly condition dollars, or to individual employees of agencies (e.g. a prosecutor could receive a bonus for reducing the number of low-level defendants he sent to prison). Individual success measures would derive from an agency's success measures to ensure priorities are aligned.
• Indirect Success-Oriented Funding. Without tying explicit strings to dollars, the government can encourage agencies to achieve specific priorities by providing goals alongside funding. One method is to incorporate success measures into annual evaluations or reporting requirements. This form gives funding a clear purpose without mandating it. The government nudges recipients toward these goals. Research shows that goals act as signposts in setting policy and ultimately affect the behavior of actors. 43 Indirect Success-Oriented Funding can be applied broadly to all funding streams and can influence practices just as effectively as more direct requirements. It can apply to individual employees by incorporating success measures into annual performance evaluations. Several states have incorporated similar models into individual programs on a smaller-scale, proving the case for tying funding to concrete goals.
• Illinois: Conditioned Success-Oriented Funding. The Adult Redeploy program aims to send nonviolent offenders to specialty courts or probation rather than prison. Through the program, the state provides certain counties with more dollars when they agree to send 25 percent fewer people to prison, giving county officials a financial incentive to use incarceration as a punishment of last resort. 44 Since 2011, the program has cut recidivism within those counties by as much as 20 percent, kept more than 800 people out of prison, and saved $16 million in prison costs. 45 By setting specific targets and conditioning funding on achieving those targets, this program has achieved great results.
• California: Bonus Success-Oriented Funding. In 2009, California passed the Community Corrections Performance Incentive Act. It encourages probation offices to keep people who violate supervisor rules on probation, rather than sending them back to prison, by awarding counties up to 45 percent of the state's prison savings. 46 In its first year alone, California probation officers sent 23 percent fewer felony offenders back to prison, which saved the state nearly $180 million. 47 In return, the state government awarded the counties $88 million from these savings. 48 This program incentivized a better criminal justice system while saving government costs.
• New York: Bonus Success-Oriented Funding. These types of financial incentives apply equally powerfully to private companies. In 2012, Goldman Sachs invested $9.6 million in a New York City program to reduce juvenile recidivism at Riker's Island jail. 49 Goldman stands to earn up to $2.1 million in profit if it cuts recidivism by more than 10 percent in four years. 50 But, should recidivism rise above 10 percent, Goldman can lose as much as $2.4 million. 51 Although it is too early to tell whether this investment will ultimately prove successful, this kind of funding ultimately "bets" on the success of prisoners reintegrating into society and signals the direction the country is beginning to take in criminal justice policy. This type of model can be applied to other private actors, including private prisons. For example, private prisons could be paid based on whether they reduced the recidivism of rate of their prisoners, instead of on how many prison beds they can fill. This would create new profit incentives for private companies while encouraging a reduction in incarceration.
The basic lesson: financial incentives can direct the behavior of criminal justice actors to reduce crime, recidivism, incarceration, and associated costs. Success-Oriented Funding adopts this premise by encouraging funding recipients to change their behavior.
b. applying success-oriented funding to federal Grants
The federal government can build upon the momentum and early successes of these state funding programs. It should implement Success-Oriented Funding into all federal criminal justice grants.
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Congress has the authority to completely revamp these grants into strong Success-Oriented Funding models. However, an act of Congress is not needed. The President also has authority to make this change, in a more limited but still potent, manner. Federal agencies have discretion to implement this model into the grants they administer. In some cases, they may not be able to outright condition funding on meeting specific targets, but they can nudge recipients by sending clear signals on how administering agencies want recipients to use the money.
Though concentrated in the Justice Department, these grants are spread across federal agencies. Below are several examples of existing grant programs and how executive agencies can use their own authority to revamp these grants. Each example describes the grant program, how it works, and explains how to apply the most relevant type of Success-Oriented Funding. Recommended success measures combine each grant's statutory goals with the Success-Oriented Funding model's priorities of reducing crime, incarceration, and recidivism.
Not all these grants create harmful outcomes. Yet all could benefit from clearer goals and stronger success measures.
Candidate for Conditioned success-oriented funding
Example: Tribal Governments Program, Department of Justice
How it Works
The Tribal Governments Program is a funding program administered by the Department of Justice (DOJ) that provides tribes with a comprehensive approach to combating issues of public safety and victimization. In particular, the program enhances the ability of tribes to respond to violent crimes against Native American women, enhance victim safety, and develop education and prevention strategies on domestic violence, dating violence, and sexual assault. 52 In 2013, DOJ funded 52 Tribal Government Program awards, totaling more than $28.5 million. 53 Federally-recognized tribes may apply for this grant by submitting a detailed funding plan to DOJ. Applicants must develop their proposals in consultation with a nonprofit, a nongovernmental Native American victim services program, or with women in the community to be served. 54 The applications must propose funding plans that fulfill the programmatic goals of enhancing governmental strategies to combat gender-based violence against Native American women and providing services to victims. 55 Congress granted DOJ vast discretion in the administration of the Tribal Governments Program. In choosing which applicants to fund, DOJ scores each application. The score is based on a review of the demonstrated need for funding and the plan's reasonableness. DOJ also considers the applicant's past performance, lowering an application's score for a history of poor effectiveness. DOJ may negotiate with applicants on the scope of their plans and may also offer an award for a lower amount than the applicant requested. 56 After DOJ sends out the awards, recipients must complete semi-annual progress reports where they explain their grant activities and assess the effectiveness of those activities. Currently, these progress reports include questions on the number of persons served, the number of persons seeking services who could not be served, and the outcome of any court involvement. 57 However, these reports do not measure the ultimate impact of grant efforts.
Applying Conditioned Success-Oriented Funding
DOJ should use its discretion to condition Tribal Governments Program grants on recipients meeting clear success measures. Given the focus of the grant program, a powerful recommended success measure is: the reduction in incidents of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, sex trafficking, and stalking on tribal land. DOJ could implement this success measure to the Tribal Governments Program in two simple steps. First, DOJ would revise its annual solicitation to reflect that past success in meeting this measure is required for awards to returning applicants. Second, it would include this measure in the progress report recipients complete semi-annually, aggregating this data to determine future Tribal Governments Program eligibility.
By requiring tribal agencies to make an impact with their awards, DOJ can drive them toward effective crime prevention efforts.
2.
Candidates for bonus success-oriented funding
Example: Community Oriented Policing Services Hiring Program, Department of Justice
How it Works
The Community Oriented Policing Services Hiring Program (CHP) provides grants to law enforcement agencies to hire career law enforcement officers to support their community policing and crime prevention efforts. 58 CHP is commonly referred to as the "COPS grant." 59 CHP grants are administered by the Department of Justice, which awarded approximately $127 million under this program in 2013. 60 CHP grants help law enforcement agencies to increase police presence, improve cooperative efforts between law enforcement agencies and the community, and enhance public safety.
61 DOJ expanded the program "to increase the capacity of law enforcement agencies to implement community policing strategies that strengthen partnerships for safer communities and enhance law enforcement's capacity to prevent, solve, and control crime through funding for additional officers." 62 All local, state, and tribal law enforcement agencies are eligible for CHP grants. 63 Law enforcement agencies submit an application that details a long-term strategy, an implementation plan, and an assessment of the impact of increased police resources on other components of the criminal justice system. 64 12 | BRENNAN CENTER FOR JUSTICE DOJ reviews CHP applications to determine proper applicant qualifications. DOJ must award each state a minimum of 0.5 percent of the total CHP amount for the year. 65 If all 50 states apply, DOJ must award them at least 25 percent of the total funds. However, DOJ has broad discretion in awarding the remaining funds to other applicants.
CHP recipients must complete quarterly Programmatic Progress Reports where they rate the effectiveness of the grant in helping them develop new resources, increase their community policing capacity, and complete their application plan. 66 Remarkably, these reports do not seek information from recipients on how well their plan achieved the purpose of the grant.
Applying Bonus Success-Oriented Funding
DOJ can use its administrative authority to reserve a portion of CHP funding each year -perhaps 25 percent -to provide bonus funding to applicants that meet clear success measures. Potent recommended success measures include: a reduction in the violent crime rate and an increase in the number of community partnerships. 67 At the end of each fiscal year, DOJ would distribute this additional funding evenly among all recipients who meet these success measures.
DOJ could implement these success measures to the CHP program by revising its annual application guideline and quarterly Programmatic Progress Reports. The application guideline could include a new section on "Additional Funding," which would announce the availability of bonus funding for recipients that successfully reduce their violent crime rate and increase their community partnerships. Further, DOJ could include these measures in the progress report recipients complete quarterly and use the results to determine who qualifies for a bonus award at the end of the year.
By encouraging law enforcement agencies with additional funding to make an impact with their CHP award, DOJ can drive law enforcement to develop effective crime reduction and community-oriented policing policies.
Example: High Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas, Office of National Drug Control Policy
How it Works
The High Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas program (HIDTA), created by Congress with the AntiDrug Abuse Act of 1988, supports law enforcement agencies operating in high drug-trafficking areas. 68 In 2012, HIDTA awarded $238 million to support hundreds of initiatives in 28 high-risk areas. 69 The program, run by the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP), is designed to reduce drug trafficking and production in the United States. ONDCP approves funding proposals for law enforcement initiatives and encourages applicants to develop plans that facilitate cooperation among law enforcement agencies, enhance intelligence sharing, provide reliable intelligence, and support effective coordinated strategies.
Eligible law enforcement applicants must be located in an area the Director of ONDCP determines is an area of high-intensity drug trafficking. To qualify, an area must be a significant center of illegal SUCCESS-ORIENTED FUNDING: REFORMING FEDERAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE GRANTS | 13 drug activities that have a harmful impact, law enforcement must have committed resources to combat this activity, and an increase in federal resources must be necessary to adequately respond. There are currently 28 approved HIDTA areas, which include approximately 16 percent of all counties in the United States and 60 percent of the U.S. population. Each approved area sets up an Executive Board, composed of law enforcement leaders, to help develop, support, and implement HIDTA initiatives within the designated area.
Each Executive Board assesses its drug trafficking threat for the upcoming year, develops a strategy to address that threat, designs initiatives to implement the strategy, and proposes funding needed to carry out the initiatives. The Board then submits a HIDTA application for funding that tracks this plan. ONDCP is tasked with approving the most effective plans for HIDTA awards.
After receiving funding, each HIDTA Executive Board must submit an Annual Report to ONDCP on its performance for the year. The reports must include data on progress toward performance targets, effectiveness in accomplishing the program's mission, and a description of how the resources were spent. 70 These measures focus on progress toward goals and measure the impact of these dollars on communities; however, ONDCP must tie the measures to the approved strategy. By approving funding proposals that emphasize arrests and seizures, ONDCP measures the right goals but misses an opportunity to promote modern law enforcement policies. It ignores creative solutions -outside of drug enforcement -to fight drug trafficking, improving public safety and reducing incarceration levels.
Applying Bonus Success-Oriented Funding
ONDCP has discretion to set aside a certain percentage of funds -perhaps 15 percent -as bonus dollars for recipients who meet clear success measures. Powerful success measures include: reducing drug trafficking and reducing violent crime. ONDCP could implement these success measures to the HIDTA program by revising its application process and progress reports. The grant announcement could include a new section on "Additional Funding," which would announce the availability of bonus funding for recipients that successfully reduce their drug trafficking and violent crime. Further, ONDCP could include these measures in the Annual Report and use the results to determine who qualifies for a bonus award at the end of the year. Bonus dollars would ensure that HIDTA award recipients develop the most effective initiatives to combat drug activity, making an impact on the levels of both drug trafficking and violent crime in high-intensity drug trafficking areas.
Example: Distracted Driving Grant Program, Department of Transportation
How it Works
The Distracted Driving Grant Program sends funding to all states that enacted and enforced distracted driving laws, including anti-texting statutes. 71 The Department of Transportation (DOT), which administers this new grant, offered $17.5 million last year to eligible states. 72 Distracted Driving grants provide states with resources to help implement distracted driver laws as part of a broader effort to prevent highway injuries. Further, the program incentivizes other states to enact similar laws. To qualify, a state must have and enforce a comprehensive law against distracted driving or a primary law prohibiting texting while driving, which allows law enforcement to stop violators solely for distracted driving.
States applying for funding must identify their anti-distracted driver statutes for DOT to review and verify eligibility for the award. As long as the state statute meets eligibility requirements, the state is guaranteed an award. While the program statute does not specify how much to allocate to each state, DOT has determined to allocate funding consistent with its past practices in various highway safety grant programs.
Award recipients must comply with program spending requirements. By statute, states must spend at least 50 percent of Distracted Driver grants to support advertisements, traffic signs, and law enforcement costs associated with anti-distracted driver laws. States may spend the remaining funds on highway safety programs.
Congress does not require states that receive Distracted Driving grants to report their performance to DOT. However, it does require annual reports for a similar federal highway safety grants. In that instance, each state must submit a report to DOT that describes its grant activities, assesses its progress toward highway safety goals, and explains how its activities contributed toward that progress.
73
Applying Bonus Success-Oriented Funding DOT cannot condition Distracted Driving Grant Program funding on meeting goals; however, it retains vast authority over how the awards are allocated. DOT should use this authority to reserve a portion of the money -perhaps 10 percent -to provide bonus funding to states that meet clear success measures. A potent success measure would be: a reduction in the number of vehicular accidents, injuries, and deaths.
DOT can implement Bonus Success-Oriented Funding by requiring recipients to report their performance annually, as similar highway safety grant programs do. When creating this report requirement, DOT could include the success measure of reducing the number of vehicular accidents, injuries, and deaths.
Without this additional funding incentive, states that simply pass qualifying laws but do not increase highway safety receive guaranteed funding. In contrast, providing these incentives for states to meet priorities through bonus dollars would better fulfill the true purpose of the program: to prevent highway injuries and save lives.
Alternatively, DOT should encourage award recipients through performance reports to meet the success measure of reducing vehicular accidents, injuries, and deaths. By encouraging states who receive federal funding to make an impact in enforcing anti-distracted driver laws can drive states to develop effective law enforcement, transportation, and education policy.
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3.
Candidates for Indirect success-oriented funding Example: Edward Byrne Justice Assistance Grant Program, Department of Justice
How it Works
Today, the Edward Byrne Justice Assistance Grant program (JAG) is the largest single source of federal funding for state and local criminal justice activities, providing $300 to $500 million each year to all states, territories, and thousands of cities. 74 Under the statute creating JAG, the Justice Department is authorized to administer the program, sending funding awards to states and localities based on a strict formula. The formula considers a state's share of the number of violent crimes nationwide and its share of the national population. By statute, DOJ must send 60 percent of a state's allocation directly to the state government. DOJ distributes the remaining 40 percent to local governments within the state. The program's legislation also mandates a minimum allocation level for each state or territory equal to 0.25 percent of the total JAG allocation, regardless of its population or crime average. State and local governments pass JAG funds on to an array of sub-recipients.
Recipients can use JAG funds to support almost any criminal justice activity. Collectively, states spend just over half of their JAG formula dollars to support law enforcement. 75 And, about one-third of the funds spent on law enforcement support purchases of equipment and technology. 76 Approximately 21 percent of all Law Enforcement JAG funds are allocated to task forces, which tend to focus on such activities as: gang member arrests, firearm seizures, and drug-related arrests.
77 JAG funds often support drug task forces by paying for the salaries or overtime hours of task force officers and other personnel as well as for vehicles and undercover equipment. 78 As of 2011, 585 multi-jurisdictional task forces were funded through the JAG program. 79 After receiving funding, recipients must fill out a yearly evaluation form. The evaluation's questions span 58 pages and 212 questions, focusing on various criminal justice activities. DOJ asks states to report the number of new criminal cases opened, but not whether the crime rate dropped. It measures the amount of cocaine seized, but not whether arrestees were screened for drug addiction. It tallies the number of cases prosecuted, but not whether prosecutors reduced the number of petty crime offenders sent to prison. These measures send a powerful signal to states and localities that the federal government desires more arrests, more cocaine busts, and more prosecutions, at the expense of other, more effective activities.
Further, JAG's evaluation measures suffer from data collection challenges. By some accounts, 30 percent of JAG recipients do not submit these questionnaires to DOJ at all. 80 This lack of data makes it difficult for DOJ to assess whether recipients are achieving the grant's goal of funding effective programs.
Fortunately, the Justice Department has been revising these measures, and in June 2014, it removed a harmful measure asking receipients to report on number of arrests.
Because of its strict statutory formula, DOJ cannot condition or provide bonus dollars in the JAG program. Instead DOJ should set clear success measures in the JAG yearly evaluation for each type of recipient, focusing on outcomes. For example, for police, DOJ should measure: the drop in violent crime or the increase in percent of arrestees with drug addiction who were diverted to treatment programs. For prosecutors, DOJ should measure, for example: the decrease in percent of low-level offenders sent to prison.
Through revamped measures, DOJ can nudge thousands of recipients and sub-recipients across the country toward modern, data-driven policies that effectively control crime while helping shrink the overgrown system. This can also help focus scarce resources on the most serious crimes and encourage proportional criminal justice responses to crime.
Example: Juvenile Title II Grant, Department of Justice
The Juvenile Title II Grant program supports state delinquency prevention and intervention efforts and juvenile justice system improvements. 81 The Department of Justice, which administers the program, funds programs to prevent at-risk youth from entering the juvenile justice system or help first-time juvenile offenders reintegrate. Last year, the program awarded $28.4 million.
To be eligible to receive Title II Grant funding, states must submit comprehensive three-year plans outlining the needs in their jurisdictions and the services they intend to provide. Each plan must comply with program mandates to (1) deinstitutionalize status offenders, (2) separate juveniles from adult inmates, (3) remove juveniles from adult jails and lockup, and (4) reduce disproportionate minority contact with the juvenile justice system. DOJ reviews applications to ensure statutory requirements have been met. However, the Juvenile Title II Grant nearly guarantees funding to each state that applies. All eligible applicants receive an amount of funding according to the program's formula, which is based on the relative population of people under 18 years old within the state. State governments pass Title II funds onto an array of sub-recipients. Recipients can use these funds to support a range of juvenile justice activities within 36 broad program areas. However, DOJ will reduce a state's award amount by 20 percent if it has previously failed to comply with any program mandate.
After receiving funding, grantees complete an annual performance measures questionnaire. The questionnaire is more than 195 pages and covers a variety of topics, including how many youth were served, the percent that completed the program, and how many re-offended afterwards. 82 While these performance measures are thorough and cover dozens of funding activities, the volume of measures and priorities distract from the program's overall purpose: preventing at-risk youth from entering the juvenile justice system and helping first-time juvenile offenders reintegrate.
Congress has mandated that all Juvenile Title II grant dollars go to states based on a formula. Therefore, DOJ cannot condition the funding or set aside bonus dollars. Instead, DOJ should implement fewer, clearer success measures in the annual performance measures questionnaire. Strong success measures include: a decrease in the number of at-risk participants who committed crimes within one year of completing the program, or reduction in first-time offender recidivism within one year of program completion.
Through limited measurements, DOJ can nudge states and agencies across the country toward focused outcomes that shrink the size of the juvenile justice system.
a. action for the President
The President should expand his current review to encompass all existing criminal justice grant programs. He should issue an executive order directing a review of these grants. Where they do not achieve intended outcomes, he should direct federal agencies to implement a Success-Oriented Funding model to the extent allowable by their executive authority.
The President has authority to do this under his power to direct executive officers and clarify existing laws. 83 While Congress determines the purpose and requirements of each grant program, agencies administer the application and award process. In administering these grants, agencies can be bound to either strict legislative requirements or carry wide discretion over who receives funding and how much. Though the form would vary, agencies can use their discretion to implement Success-Oriented Funding into all federal criminal justice grants they administer. Further, the White House Office of Management and Budget plays a large role in federal grant operations. 84 The President need not mandate this reform through executive order, but such an order would initiate strong executive action and signal a moment for change.
Presidents have similarly used executive authority to reform federal grants in the past. For example, President Ronald Reagan issued an order in 1982 to require federal, state, and local government to coordinate around federal grants. 85 President Bill Clinton signed an order in 1993 to increase efficiency in the regulatory process, including grants administered through regulations. 86 President Obama himself issued an order in 2009 to reduce error, waste, and fraud in grant payments. 87 Because many grants for law enforcement and criminal justice purposes originate in the Department of Justice and the Attorney General has indicated his desire to reform the justice system, the Attorney General, working with the Office of Management and Budget, can assist the President in coordinating such an initiative.
A strong executive order to implement Success-Oriented Funding to federal grants would:
• Create a Task Force on Federal Criminal Justice Grants headed by the Attorney General working, with the Office of Management and Budget, to within 60 days identify all federal agencies with criminal justice grants where Success-Oriented Funding could be applied (including programs that provide equipment to police for crime fighting and national security purposes).
• Direct each identified agency within 120 days to submit plans to the Attorney General and the Office of Management and Budget that review each grant, determine whether they achieve intended priorities, and recast their grants in a Success-Oriented Funding model to the extent allowed by their agency authority. Plans should include proposals to implement the most appropriate of the three types of Success-Oriented Funding into identified grants as part of the President's 2016 budget.
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o For competitive grants, where executive authority allows agencies to choose the most qualified grant recipients for funding, agencies should condition grant funding on whether recipients meet clear goals or success measures. o For grants where agencies cannot directly condition funds, agencies should create award programs to provide additional funding to recipients who meet success measures, where statutes creating these grants provide agencies discretion to create such awards. o If agencies can do neither of the above, they should adopt clear, concrete success measures that incentivize and encourage recipients to achieve specific goals. Goals will act as signposts in setting policy and ultimately affect the behavior of actors.
• Direct the Attorney General and Office of Management and Budget to work with each agency to begin executing plans within 360 days, while coordinating goals where possible so they are relatively consistent across grants and agencies.
b. action for the attorney General
The Attorney General has already been playing a distinct role in leading the nation toward reducing incarceration. If the President chooses not to expand his review of federal programs to include all federal criminal justice grants, the Attorney General can still lead the way to revamp the Justice Department's grants so that their incentives explicitly align with the Department's new, smarter criminal justice goals.
The Attorney General can issue a Memorandum to the various Justice Department sub-agencies that administer federal criminal justice grants. With this step, he can immediately modernize the more than 150 DOJ programs that send billions of dollars each year to states and cities.
A strong Memorandum to implement Success-Oriented Funding to DOJ grants would:
• Identify all sub-agencies of the Justice Department with criminal justice grants that would be candidates for Success-Oriented Funding.
• Direct each identified sub-agency to within 120 days submit plans to the Attorney General to recast their grants in a Success-Oriented Funding model to the extent allowed by their agency authority.
• Direct each sub-agency to execute plans within 360 days, while working with the Attorney General to coordinate goals where possible so they are relatively consistent across grants.
The time is ripe for executive action to fix our broken justice system. The Attorney General has called for action to address our mass incarceration crisis. The White House and the Office of Management and Budget are moving toward ways to make federal funding more efficient. Staunch conservatives, including the Koch Brothers and Senator Rand Paul, are calling for similar reform. And the events that transpired in Ferguson have brought federal crime-fighting grants to the forefront of public discourse.
It is a rare moment for cooperation across ideological lines and an opportunity for this Administration to create a strong legacy in criminal justice. Success-Oriented Funding would achieve much-needed national change. It would encourage governments to reduce overcriminalization, over-punishment, and overincarceration, while also reducing crime and corrections spending.
We are at pivotal moment. As the country struggles with the budget shortages and the social injustice of mass incarceration, an executive order applying Success-Oriented Funding to federal criminal justice grants provides a solution to both. It also provides a model for states and localities to implement to their own funding streams. Establishing better incentives and goals into federal funding would go a long way toward curbing mass incarceration and making our justice system more effective, fair, and rational.
